The Fast Lane service is special lanes installed at the inbound passport control areas of Narita International Airport and Kansai International Airport that allow foreign visitors attending international conferences to go through faster immigration procedures. Please apply to use the Fast Lane to ensure participants’ shorter waiting times at passport control and a smoother entry into Japan.

Prerequisites of the international conference

1. Organizer / Host: an international organization/association, or a state institution/domestic group.
2. Total number of participants: 300 people or more.
3. Participating countries: three or more countries including Japan.
4. Duration of event: at least one day.

How the coupons are issued (application through a Professional Congress Organizer (PCO))

Please contact the member PCO of JCMA (Japan Convention Management Association) or JCCB (Japan Congress Convention Bureau), who is responsible for operating your international conference.

The Fast Lane has been considered by government agencies and airline companies in an attempt to speed up the immigration process at airports specifically for participants of international conferences, and important business passengers based on Japan’s Action Program towards becoming a world-class tourism destination. Since March 30, 2016, Narita International Airport Corporation and Kansai Airports have started operations of these exclusive lanes at passport control areas.

The FAST LANE logo is a registered trademark or trademark of Narita International Airport Corporation.
For Participants of International Conferences

How to use \( \text{FAST LANE}^\text{®} \)

How to use the coupon (when arriving at the lane)

At the passport control area

1. Go to the Fast Lane in the passport control area
2. Show the airport staff your Fast Lane coupon
3. The airport staff scans the QR Code
4. Go through the Fast Lane to the nearest passport control counter

*QR Code is a registered trademark of DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED.

Airport staff

Fast Lane counter

Sample of a Fast Lane coupon

*The design and format are subject to change.
*Each person must have their own coupon to be eligible to use the Fast Lane.

Fast Lane booths

**Narita International Airport**

Terminal 1: two lanes at Passport Control on the south and north sides
Terminal 2: two lanes at Passport Control in Zones A and B

**Kansai International Airport**

Terminal 1: two lanes at Passport Control on the south and north sides

The locations of the Fast Lanes differ depending on the airport.
The FAST LANE logo is a registered trademark or trademark of Narita International Airport Corporation.